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Validation of Two-Fluid Simulations of a Pseudo-Two-Dimensional Bubble
Column with Uniform and Nonuniform Aeration
Sarah M. Monahan* and Rodney O. Fox
Department of Chemical and Biological Engineering, Iowa State UniVersity, 2114 Sweeney Hall,
Ames, Iowa 50011-2230
The multiphase flow simulated in this work corresponds to the pseudo-2D bubble-column experiments at
Delft University of Technology (Harteveld et al. Can. J. Chem. Eng. 2003, 81, 389-394). As in the work of
Monahan and Fox (AIChE J. 2007, 53, 9-18), the complete set of interphase force models includes drag,
added-mass, lift, rotation, and strain. The simulation results are presented in the form of comparisons with
the experimental data for the time-averaged gas holdup and the instantaneous and time-averaged air and
liquid velocity fields. Overall, the qualitative and quantitative comparisons between experiments and simulations
are satisfactory for both uniform and nonuniform aeration. In particular, the model predicts the flow patterns
observed in the experiments, but in some cases at slightly different values of the amount of aeration. In the
latter cases, it is shown that changing the model parameters does not improve the agreement with experiments.
However, changing the liquid-velocity boundary condition from zero stress to zero slip leads to a small
improvement.
1. Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been utilized over
the last few decades in order to better understand the complex
nature of bubble-column hydrodynamics. Several authors1-5
have reviewed in detail the fields of modeling and CFD
simulation of bubble columns. Over the past thirty years, the
research group of Professor J. B. Joshi at the Mumbai University
Institute of Chemical Technology has pioneered many of the
experimental and computational methods currently used for
investigating and modeling the flow behavior in bubble-column
reactors2,6-14 (see also references therein). It is thus with great
pleasure that we contribute this paper in honor of his many
contributions to the field on the occasion of his 60th birthday.
As computational resources have increased over the years,
so have the complexity of the bubble column flow models
considered. Several researchers have utilized simpler approaches,
such as one-dimensional models12 or two-dimensional (2D)
gas-liquid mixture models.15,16 There are numerous studies that
have applied either the Euler-Euler or the Euler-Lagrange
approach within 2D or 3D two-fluid turbulent models.17-32
Large-eddy simulation (LES) studies have also been reported
in the literature.33,34 Additionally, several researchers have
reported on the prediction of flow-regime transitions using either
numerical simulations35 or linear stability analysis of various
model equations.13,14,36-45
It may be noted that the time-dependent Eulerian two-fluid
models for homogeneous bubbly flow tend to predict transitions
to nonuniform and heterogeneous flow at very low values of
the average gas holdup (usually less than 0.2). However, an
opposite trend was observed in the recent experiments of
Harteveld et al.46-48 at Delft University of Technology, who
observed homogeneous bubbly flow up to average gas holdups
of 0.5.47-49 This disagreement between theory and experiments
suggests that important physics is missing in the various two-
fluid models used to model bubble columns. For example, the
numerical studies presented in our previous work50-53 showed
that predictions for flow regimes and flow-transition regions in
air-water bubble columns are highly dependent on the mo-
mentum-transfer model formulation, which includes drag,
virtual-mass, lift, rotation, and strain forces, and Sato‘s54 bubble-
induced turbulence (BIT) model. Applying all interphase force
models with a particular set of model parameters agreed
qualitatively with the experiments of Harteveld et al.47,48
(hereafter referred to as the “Delft experiments”), including the
observed transition to heterogeneous flow at high gas holdup.
Here we report on a validation study of our results against
the Delft experiments. Specifically, we focus on the rectangular
pseudo-two-dimensional column with width 24.3 cm, in which
nonhomogeneous flow can be obtained by changing the aeration
pattern. Experiments for the rectangular column include one
uniform aeration pattern and six nonuniform aeration patterns.47,48
Time-dependent CFD simulations of the uniform and nonuni-
form aeration patterns considered in the rectangular column are
carried out on a uniform grid.
This work is organized as follows. First, a brief description
of the Delft pseudo-2D bubble column experiments is provided.
Then, we review the two-fluid model formulation applied in
this validation study. Next, both qualitative and quantitative CFD
results for the seven different aeration cases are compared with
the flow behavior observed in the Delft experiments. Quantita-
tive analyses examine time-averaged liquid axial velocity
profiles across the column width and time-averaged gas volume
fraction profiles across the column width. Conclusions are drawn
in the final section.
2. Overview of Delft Experiments
The Delft group studied bubble columns in which the flow
was homogeneous for gas holdups from 0.05-0.5.47-49 These
experiments were performed in cylindrical columns, which have
limited visual accessibility.48 Thus, additional experiments have
been performed in a pseudo-2D column in order to more easily
examine the behavior of large-scale structures. The rectangular
pseudo-2D column is 24.3 cm wide, 99 cm high, and 4.1 cm
deep, with an initial water level of 70 cm. A superficial gas
velocity of 2 cm/s was used for all experiments, including one
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uniform aeration pattern and six nonuniform aeration patterns,
all illustrated in Figure 1. The aeration system consisted of
constant flow-rate air injection needles organized into groups,
resulting in a narrow size distribution: bubbles observed ranged
between 3.5 and 4.5 mm in diameter. The aeration sections at
the bottom of the column could be either enabled or disabled
in order to change the aeration pattern, which in turn determined
if homogeneous or nonhomogeneous flow would appear.
Uniform aeration (pattern 1) yielded homogeneous flow, while
having nonaerated sections could result in flow instabilities that
are either static or dynamic depending on the size of the
nonaerated section. If the nonaerated sections near the column
walls were small (e.g., patterns 2-4, less than 22% total
nonaeration), either large-scale structures were not observed,
or large-scale structures were present but remained in a fixed
position. An increase in total nonaeration to ∼30% (e.g., pattern
5) eventually produced dynamic large-scale structures with
periodic behavior. Nonaeration in the center of the column
(pattern 7) resulted in circulation cells near the sparger.47,48
Several different techniques were applied to gather the data
used to quantify the behavior observed in the Delft experiments.
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to determine the
bubble velocity vector fields from sequences of camera-recorded
images. Particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) for polystyrene
tracer particles was used to determine the liquid flow behavior
in the column. In order to distinguish between bubbles and tracer
particles, the tracers were painted black and were typically
smaller (∼2.5 mm) than the range of bubble sizes observed.
Because of high tracer particle inertia, only the largest flow
structures could be determined by the technique, while the effect
of smaller structures was filtered out. Five glass fiber probes
were used simultaneously to measure the gas volume fraction
at individual points along a path extending from the column
center to the wall. Laser doppler anemometry (LDA) was used
to determine the mean liquid velocities. Velocity data were taken
at various points along a line extending across the width of the
column. Axial and tangential components were determined with
different colored beams, but were not measured in the same
time instants. A further description of these techniques and the
equipment used can be found in the work of Harteveld et al.47,48
3. Review of Model Formulation
The data from the experiments described above are used to
validate the Eulerian two-fluid model in CFDLib.55,56 The full
description of the two-fluid model can be found in our previous
work,50-52 and a brief review of the notable terms is given
below. Subscripts c and d refer to the continuous phase (water)
and the dispersed phase (air), respectively, while R, F, and u
represent volume fraction, density, and velocity, respectively.
The mass balance equation for phase k () c, d) is expressed
as
∂RkFk
∂t
+ ∇ · (RkFkuk)) 0 (1)
The momentum balance equation for phase k is given by
RkFk
∂uk
∂t
+RkFkuk ·∇uk )-Rk ∇ p- ∇ Pk +
∇ · Rkµeff,k[∇uk + (∇uk)T]+∑
f
Ffk +RkFkg (2)
where the terms on the right-hand side represent, from left to
right, the pressure gradient, the bubble-pressure model, the
effective stress model, the interphase momentum exchange, and
the gravitational force.
The bubble-pressure model represents isotropic bubble-bubble
interactions, and its significance increases as gas holdup
increases. This model is applied only in the dispersed-phase
momentum balance (i.e., Pc ) 0) and is defined by Biesheuvel
and Gorissen38 as
Pd )FcCBPRd(ud - uc) · (ud - uc)H(Rd) (3a)
where57
H(Rd)) ( RdRdcp)(1- RdRdcp) (3b)
In eqs 3a and 3b, CBP is a proportionality constant and Rdcp
denotes the gas volume fraction at close packing (set equal to
1.0). It can be seen from eqs 3a and 3b that Pd approaches zero
as Rd approaches zero and that dPd/dRd approaches zero as Rd
approaches zero, both of which affect the stability of the two-
fluid model.42
The effective stress term for phase k is defined as
∇ · Rkµeff,k[∇uk + (∇uk)T] (4)
where µeff,k represents the effective viscosity. In this study, the
effective viscosity for the continuous phase is equal to the sum
of the molecular viscosity of the continuous phase and a value
for turbulent viscosity, or µeff,c ) µ0,c + µt,c. The effective
viscosity for the dispersed phase is equal to the molecular
viscosity of the dispersed phase, or µeff,d ) µ0,d. Sato’s bubble-
induced turbulence (BIT) model54 is used to determine µt,c:
µt,c )CBTFcdbRd|ud - uc| (5)
where the model constant CBT is set equal to 0.6 for an isolated
rising bubble.58 We refer to model formulations as “laminar”
when CBT is set equal to zero. Note that the present work
examines behavior in the homogeneous flow regime and
transitions from homogeneous flow. In homogeneous flow, only
“pseudo-turbulence” and not large-scale turbulence is present,
and these differ by an order of magnitude in energy.48 Thus,
we do not model the turbulent viscosity with a multiphase
turbulence model, but note that once the flow becomes turbulent
such terms could be applied to account for effects of large-
scale turbulence.
The interphase momentum exchange is defined as a sum of
the drag, virtual-mass, lift, rotation, and strain forces:
∑
f
Ffk )FD,k +Fvm,k +FL,k +Frot,k +FS,k (6)
The drag force is defined in CFDLib as
Figure 1. Seven aeration patterns for the Delft pseudo-2D bubble column.
Percentages at the right-hand side denote the amount of aeration.
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FD )-RdRcFcCD(Re) 34db
|ud - uc|(ud - uc) (7)
where Re denotes the bubble Reynolds number:
Re)
db|ud - uc|
νc
(8)
For the drag coefficient, CFDLib uses the following function
of the bubble Reynolds number:55,56
CD(Re))C∞ + 24Re +
6
1+ √Re (9)
where C∞ is set to 0.5 in order to give the correct average volume
fraction (Rd ≈ 0.07) as a function of superficial gas velocity
(ug ) 2 cm/s) for the uniform feed case in the pseudo-2D
experiments.47,48 In our previous work,51 we demonstrated that
Re is controlled by the bubble diameter and average gas holdup
is controlled by the inlet gas velocity. Additionally, we examined
drag coefficients with different dependencies, such as a depen-
dence on the Eo¨tvo¨s number.59 However, we found that the
qualitative predictions were generally similar to those obtained
from simulations utilizing eq 9.51
The virtual-mass force is defined in CFDLib as
Fvm )-RdRcFvCvm[(∂ud∂t + ud · ∇ ud)- (∂uc∂t + uc · ∇ uc)]
(10)
where Fv denotes the phase-averaged density, Fv ) RcFc + RdFd.
In this study, the virtual-mass coefficient Cvm is set to 0.5.60
Note that applying proportionality to the volume fractions for
both phases and using the phase-averaged density ensures that
the model equations in CFDLib treat each phase in an analogous
manner at very high and very low bubble volume fractions.
As discussed in the work of Monahan and Fox,51,52 interaction
terms proposed by Kashiwa61 give rise to the lift, rotation, and
strain forces, which are defined as
FL )RcRdFvCL(ud - uc) × ∇ × uc (11)
Frot )RcRdFvCrot(ud - uc) × ∇ × ud (12)
where CL ) Crot, and
FS )RdRcFvCS[(∇uc + ∇ ud)+ (∇uc + ∇ ud)T] · (uc - ud)
(13)
As shown elsewhere,51-53 we have found that including these
interaction terms (with a particular set of model parameters)
suppresses flow transitions up to relatively large values (∼0.5)
for the average gas volume fractions. Our detailed literature
survey50 has shown that all the interphase force terms, with the
exception of the rotation and strain terms, have been used in
other studies reported in the literature. Note that any of the force
models can be removed from the analysis by setting the
corresponding model coefficient equal to zero. We have included
the rotation and strain terms for completeness and describe them
briefly below.
Drew and Passman’s60 review of two-fluid model equations
includes a term proportional to (ud - uc) × ∇ × ud, which
appears in the rotation force (eq 12). Clift et al.62 have reported
on top spin, when a bubble rotates about axes normal to the
direction of relative motion, and screw motion, when rotation
is about axes parallel to the direction of relative motion. It may
be noted that in CFDLib, the sum of the lift, rotation, and strain
forces is expressed as the sum of two interaction forces,
attraction and repulsion.63 The attraction force includes the sum
of the vorticity tensors for each phase, multiplied by the velocity
difference between the two phases. Through vector manipula-
tion, the sum of the lift and rotation forces can also be expressed
as50
FL +Frot )CLRdRcFv[(∇uc)- (∇uc)T] · (ud - uc)+
CrotRdRcFv[(∇ud)- (∇ud)T] · (ud - uc) (14)
The repulsion force includes the sum of the rate-of-strain tensors
for each phase:
Sc + Sd )
1
2[∇(uc + ud)+ ∇ (uc + ud)
T] (15)
and the dot product of this symmetric tensor with (uc - ud)
yields the strain force.
In our previous work,52,53 we carried out a linear stability
analysis, in order to investigate in detail the effect of individual
model parameters on the linear stability of the two-fluid model.
The full details of this analysis can be found in the work of
Monahan and Fox;52,53 however, a brief description is included
here in the interest of clarification. The linear stability analysis
was organized into cases of horizontal modes and vertical
modes. A positive bubble-pressure coefficient CBP can stabilize
the horizontal modes. However, the horizontal modes can be
very strongly stabilized by certain combinations of (positive)
CBP, CL, and Crot.52 Two types of vertical modes were identified.
The first type corresponds to the classical one-dimensional
analysis of Jackson,64 and thus the modes are denoted the
“Jackson vertical modes” in our work. The Jackson vertical
modes can be stabilized by a positive value of the parameter
CBP, though the minimum value required increases with increas-
ing gas holdup. The second type of vertical instabilities, denoted
as “secondary vertical modes” in our work, results from the
counteracting effects of bubble pressure and positive lift. The
stabilizing function of the bubble-pressure model is to drive
bubbles from regions of higher holdup to regions of lower
holdup. However, the lift force drives bubbles from regions of
lower holdup to regions of higher holdup, a destabilizing effect.
The flow becomes unstable when the effect of positive lift is
greater than that of the bubble pressure.52,53 In any case, a
positive CBP is required to predict stable homogeneous bubbly
flow, and the lack of the bubble-pressure term in almost all
previous studies of bubble columns explains why their time-
dependent solutions did not predict homogeneous bubbly flow.
4. Validation Study Results
The validation study comparing our numerical results to the
pseudo-2D experiments of Harteveld et al.47,48 is organized into
qualitative and quantitative analyses. We have simulated each
of the seven aeration patterns illustrated in Figure 1. These fully
resolved, time-dependent simulations were carried out on a grid
with 100 cells in the horizontal direction, resulting in cell
spacing of 0.243 cm. Using a uniform grid with square cells
results in a slightly smaller domain height, 97.2 cm, than that
used in the experiments (99 cm). Calculations were carried out
to determine how many cells approximated the aerated and
nonaerated sections on the inlet boundary. In the Delft experi-
ments, the bubble diameter ranged between 3.5 and 4.5 mm;48
thus an input bubble diameter of 4 mm has been selected for
the simulations. It is reasonable to approximate the bubbles as
noncoalescing spheres in the simulations since Harteveld48 was
able to suppress bubble coalescence by using “aged” or
“contaminated” water, and a low gas flow rate (ug ) 2 cm/s)
was used in the pseudo-2D experiments.48 Simulation conditions
are listed in Table 1.
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In the majority of the simulations, CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2,
Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125. These are the
same parameter values used in the full model formulation that
best agreed with the Delft experiments at high gas holdup,48 as
shown in the flow map study in the work of Monahan and Fox.51
According to the linear stability analysis in the work of Monahan
and Fox,52 however, this particular set of parameters would yield
stable horizontal modes, stable secondary vertical modes, and
yet unstable Jackson vertical modes. For the average gas holdup
(Rd ≈ 0.07) observed in the pseudo-2D experiments,47,48 a value
of CBP greater than 0.2 would be required to obtain stable
Jackson vertical modes. Thus, we also examine how increasing
CBP changes the resulting simulated flow behavior in the pseudo-
2D column for several cases. Unless stated otherwise, zero-
flux (zero-stress) boundary conditions are applied for both
phases at the column walls. An inflow boundary condition is
used for the gas phase over the aerated section at the bottom of
the column, and outflow boundary conditions are used at the
top of the column. The time-dependent simulations use an initial
condition with only water in the column up to the initial liquid
level, and results are reported for conditions where the flow in
the column has reached steady state.
4.1. Qualitative Analysis. Examining the behavior of the
air velocity vector fields allows for a qualitative comparison
between the experiments and simulations for all seven aeration
patterns. In Figures 2-8, the left picture shows the experimen-
tally determined bubble velocity vector field, scanned from the
work of Harteveld et al.47 and the right picture shows the
corresponding simulated air (bubble) velocity vector field. As
noted previously, the experimentally determined bubble velocity
vector fields were obtained from sequences of camera-recorded
images (PIV).47,48 The corresponding simulated results are
instantaneous air velocity vector fields from the final simulated
time step. It may be noted that after about 15 s passed, the time-
dependent simulations reached a steady state.
Figure 2 shows the comparison between the experimentally
determined bubble velocity vector field and the corresponding
simulated instantaneous air velocity vector field for uniform
aeration pattern 1. Good agreement between experiment and
simulation can be seen in Figure 2. This would be expected
when recalling the numerical studies presented in the work of
Monahan and Fox.51 The simulations for the flow-map study
also used uniform aeration and the same column width (24.3
cm). As shown in the work of Monahan and Fox,51 including
all force models and the bubble-induced turbulence model (Cvm
) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, CS ) 0.125, CBT ) 0.6, and CBP )
0.2) resulted in uniform flow for low gas flow rates (corre-
sponding to low average gas volume fraction Rjd) for nearly the
same bubble diameter (∼4 mm).
Figure 3 shows the comparison between the experimentally
determined bubble velocity vector field and simulated instan-
taneous air velocity vector field for nonuniform aeration pattern
2. The nonaerated sections for pattern 2 are small (see Figure
1), with one row of injection needles disabled next to the left
and right walls, resulting in about 93% aeration.47 However,
the vector fields show disagreement between experiment and
simulation for aeration pattern 2. The experimentally determined
velocity vector field shows very small nonuniformities at the
nonaerated sections at the bottom of the column, but such
nonuniformities are no longer observed as the column height
increases. Conversely, the simulated vector field shows the
vectors traveling toward the center and then up one side of the
column, until a height of approximately 200 mm, after which
the velocity vectors change direction and travel up the opposite
side of the column. The vectors shift direction again between
column heights of 500 and 600 mm.
The agreement between the experimentally determined bubble
velocity vector field and corresponding simulated instantaneous
Figure 2. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 1.
Table 1. Simulation Conditions for the Validation Study
column width 24.3 cm
column height 97.2 cm
cell spacing (horizontal and vertical directions) 0.243 cm
initial liquid level 70 cm
superficial gas velocity 2 cm/s
input bubble diameter 4 mm
Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 2.
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air velocity vector field is reasonable for nonuniform aeration
pattern 3, as seen in Figure 4. For this pattern, two rows of
injection needles were disabled next to the left and right column
walls, resulting in approximately 85% aeration.47 The velocity
vector field determined experimentally shows the velocity
vectors almost immediately curving to the left upon entering
the column. At a height of about 200 mm, the velocity vectors
change direction and head toward the opposite column wall.
The vectors move back toward the left column wall at a height
between 450 and 500 mm. Above a height of 550 mm, the air
velocity vector field appears uniform. In the simulated field,
the air velocity vectors also curve toward the left immediately
after entering the column, and then travel toward the opposite
wall. However, this change in direction occurs at a slightly lower
height (∼150 mm) than observed experimentally. The simulated
air velocity vectors also move back toward the left wall, but at
a greater height (∼650 mm) than observed experimentally.
The air velocity vector fields show some qualitative disagree-
ment between experiment and simulation for nonuniform
aeration pattern 4, as seen in Figure 5. For this pattern, three
rows of injection needles were disabled next to the left and right
column walls, resulting in approximately 78% aeration.47 In the
experimentally determined velocity vector field, air enters the
column and travels toward the center, and the vectors exhibit a
symmetrical configuration. At approximately 350 mm, the
vectors curve toward the left wall, and then the vectors shift
direction toward the opposite wall at a height of about 550 mm.
In the simulated instantaneous field, air enters the column and
travels toward the left wall instead of toward the center, and
thus the vectors exhibit an asymmetrical configuration. At about
150 mm, the velocity vectors shift direction toward the right
wall, and the vectors later travel back toward the left wall at a
height of about 600 mm. Circulation is observed between
column heights of 500 and 600 mm.
The agreement between experiment and simulation for
nonuniform aeration pattern 5 is reasonable, as seen in Figure
6. For this pattern, four rows of injection needles were disabled
next to the left and right column walls, resulting in ap-
proximately 70% aeration.47 In the experimentally determined
vector field, air enters the column and travels toward the center,
and the velocity vectors exhibit a nearly symmetrical configu-
ration. As the vectors travel upward, they gradually meander
from one side of the column to the other. The corresponding
simulated instantaneous air velocity vector field exhibits similar
behavior. According to Harteveld et al.,47 aeration pattern 5
yielded large-scale time-dependent flow structures that exhibited
periodic behavior. Indeed, if the corresponding simulation is
animated, the same type of time-dependent behavior is observed.
Figure 4. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 3.
Figure 5. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 4.
Figure 6. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 5.
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Additionally, Harteveld48 observed vortical structures in the
lower corners of the column for pattern 5, and similar flow
structures were observed in the time-dependent velocity fields
for the pattern 5 simulations.
Figure 7 shows the experimentally determined bubble velocity
vector field and simulated instantaneous air velocity vector field
for nonuniform aeration pattern 6. This was the only asymmetric
pattern used in the experiments; four rows of injection needles
next to the right wall were disabled, resulting in about 85%
aeration.47 The agreement between experiment and simulation
is reasonable for aeration pattern 6. In both the experimentally
determined and simulated velocity vector fields, air enters and
travels toward the left wall, then the vectors shift direction
toward the right wall, and finally the vectors travel back toward
the left wall. However, the shift in direction from the left wall
toward the right wall occurs at a column height of about 125
mm in the experimentally determined field, but at a height of
about 250 mm in the simulated field. Similarly, the shift in
direction back toward the left wall occurs at a height of about
425 mm in the experimentally determined field, but at a height
of about 600 mm in the simulated field.
Figure 8 shows the comparison between the experimentally
determined bubble velocity vector field and simulated instan-
taneous air velocity vector field for nonuniform aeration pattern
7. Three rows of injection needles in the center of the column
were disabled, resulting in about 89% aeration.47 The agreement
between experiment and simulation for pattern 7 is reasonable.
The behavior observed near the column air inlet in the simulated
velocity vector field is similar to the behavior observed at the
same location in the experimentally determined field. Both fields
show the vectors gradually traveling from one wall to the other;
the main difference is that the simulated field shows this
movement in the opposite direction from that observed in the
experimentally determined field.
The qualitative agreement between experiments and simula-
tions is closest for uniform aeration pattern 1 and nonuniform
aeration patterns 3, 5, 6, and 7. In the simulations for nonuniform
aeration patterns 2 and 4, the bubbles appear to move too quickly
to the center and then to one side of the column, where sudden
upflow is observed. Recall that all simulations discussed above
used the same model formulation (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm
) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125) that best agreed
with the Delft experiments,48 as shown in Monahan and Fox.51
While this model formulation yields stable horizontal modes
and stable secondary vertical modes,52 a value of CBP greater
than 0.2 would be required for stable Jackson vertical modes.
Thus, we will later examine how increasing CBP changes the
simulated flow profiles resulting from aeration patterns 2 and
4.
4.2. Quantitative Analysis. We next examine time-averaged
gas holdup profiles and time-averaged liquid axial velocity
profiles as a function of column height. Note that due to
computational expense, the majority of the simulations were
only carried out to 75 s, while the experimental data was
obtained over a period of 300 s.47 However, qualitatively the
simulated flow behavior did not change significantly after about
10-15 s. Finally, the full model formulation is again used, with
CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS
) 0.125.
Table 2 compares the average gas holdup values obtained in
the experiments with the values obtained in the corresponding
simulations. The average gas holdup, Rheight, is determined from
the difference between the gassed and ungassed liquid height
in the bubble column:
Rheight )
hgassed - hungassed
hungassed
(16)
Figure 7. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 6.
Figure 8. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector
field (left) and simulated (right) instantaneous air velocity vector field for
aeration pattern 7.
Table 2. Comparison of Average Gas Volume Fractions
aeration pattern Rheight, experimental Rheight, simulations
1 0.073 0.076
2 0.072 0.071
3 0.070 0.068
4 0.068 0.063
5 0.067 0.058
6 0.070 0.069
7 0.071 0.069
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Overall, the agreement between experiments and simulations
appears reasonable. As seen in Table 2, almost all the values
of Rheight calculated from simulation data are within 10% of the
corresponding values obtained experimentally.
Figure 9 illustrates the time-averaged gas holdup profiles for
aeration patterns 1 and 5 at various column heights, denoted
by z. The solid lines represent the experimental data and the
dotted lines represent the corresponding simulation data. In the
experiments, the time-averaged gas volume fraction was deter-
mined using data from glass fiber probes, which were located
at several different points along the width of the column.48 Data
was taken at z ) 0.70 m for aeration pattern 1, and at z ) 0.05,
0.10, 0.20, 0.50, and 0.70 m for aeration pattern 5. In general,
the two-fluid model predicts gas holdup profile trends similar
to those observed experimentally, especially for locations away
from the column walls. However, the two-fluid model appears
to underpredict the magnitude of the gas holdup. Note that the
only way to control the average gas holdup for the uniform
feed case was to adjust the drag model coefficient C∞, as
discussed in Monahan and Fox,51 in order to give the correct
value of average gas holdup for a superficial gas velocity of 2
cm/s. Thus, the drag model was fixed to obtain the average gas
holdup of 0.073 for uniform aeration pattern 1. It is possible
that fixing the drag model coefficient C∞ could affect the local
or average volume fraction values, and volume fraction profiles,
for the other aeration patterns.
Figure 10 shows the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
profiles for uniform aeration pattern 1. The solid lines represent
the experimental data and the dotted lines represent the
corresponding simulation data. Velocity data was taken at
column heights z ) 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50, and 0.70 m. The
experimentally determined velocity profiles tend to show little
variation in the center of the column and only show liquid
downflow near the walls, which is likely due to a narrow region
near the walls where gas holdup decreases.48 The simulated
velocity profiles are nearly uniform, especially when zg 0.10 m,
but predict lower velocity magnitudes (∼0 m/s).
Harteveld48 notes that the amount of relative wall area is
larger near the column ends (i.e., |x| ) 121.5 mm from the center
of the column), which leads to an increase in the local driving
force for circulation near the column ends. Thus, when z e
0.10 m, a higher velocity magnitude is observed near the column
walls rather than in the center. Harteveld48 also notes that the
total wall area for the pseudo-2D column is much larger than
the total wall area for a cylindrical column, for which the
average axial liquid velocity profiles were nearly uniform with
low magnitude (∼0.01 m/s). Consequently, the overall volume
containing a lower gas holdup is larger in the pseudo-2D column
than in a cylindrical column. Such behavior could lead to higher
circulation in the pseudo-2D column, and therefore greater
upward velocity in the pseudo-2D experiments.48 These obser-
vations may partially explain the disagreements in average axial
liquid velocity magnitude between the experimentally deter-
mined profiles and the corresponding simulated profiles.
Figure 11 shows the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
profiles for all seven aeration patterns at a column height of
0.05 m, just above the air inlet. Again, the solid lines represent
the experimental data, while the dotted lines represent the
corresponding simulation data. It can be seen in Figure 11 that
the agreement between experiments and simulations at this
height is closest for uniform aeration pattern 1 and nonuniform
aeration patterns 5, 6, and 7. This is not unexpected, as the
qualitative agreement at about the same column height was also
closest for these particular aeration patterns (Figures 2 and 6-8).
The agreement between experiment and simulation is also
reasonable for nonuniform aeration pattern 3, as both the
experimentally determined and simulated liquid velocity profiles
show the highest time-averaged liquid velocity in the left half
of the column. However, the velocity magnitude is higher in
the simulated profile for pattern 3.
It should be noted that nonuniform aeration patterns 2 and 4
do not yield dynamic behavior in the experiments.48 However,
in the simulations for these patterns, the bubbles appear to move
too quickly toward the center and then to one side of the column,
where sudden upflow is observed. Thus, Figure 11 shows some
disagreement between experiments and simulations for the axial
liquid velocity profiles at a column height of 0.05 m for patterns
2 and 4. The experimentally determined liquid velocity profile
for pattern 2 shows a peak in the center of the column, while
the simulated liquid velocity profile shows a peak in the left
half of the column. Additionally, the velocity magnitude is
higher in the simulated profile than in the experimentally
determined profile. Both the experimentally determined and
simulated liquid velocity profiles for pattern 4 show about the
same velocity magnitude. However, the peak is in the center of
the experimentally determined profile and in the left half of the
simulated profile.
Figure 12 shows the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
profiles for all seven aeration patterns at a column height of
0.70 m. As seen previously, the solid lines represent the
experimental data, while the dotted lines represent the corre-
sponding simulation data. As seen in the qualitative comparisons
(Figures 2-8) and the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
comparisons at the column height of 0.05 m (Figure 11), the
agreement between experiments and simulations is reasonable
for patterns 1, 3, and 5-7, while disagreement between
experiments and simulations is observed for patterns 2 and 4.
Figure 9. Time-averaged air volume fraction profiles for aeration patterns
1 and 5 at selected column heights.
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For patterns 1, 5, and 7, the experimentally determined axial
liquid velocity profiles at 0.70 m are overall uniform except
near the column walls. The corresponding simulated velocity
profiles show reasonable agreement, though the average velocity
magnitude is slightly lower. For pattern 3, the experimentally
determined axial liquid velocity profile at 0.70 m exhibits upflow
in the left half of the column and downflow in the right half,
while the simulated profile exhibits the oppositesupflow in the
right half of the column and downflow in the left half. Thus,
the oVerall behaviorsupflow in one-half, downflow in the other
halfsis similar for both the experiment and corresponding
simulation for pattern 3. Both the experimentally determined
and simulated axial liquid velocity profiles at 0.70 m for pattern
6 show upflow in the right half of the column and downflow in
the left half, though the simulated profile shows a larger average
velocity magnitude. Recall that the qualitative comparison for
pattern 6 (Figure 7) showed the air velocity vectors in the
experimentally determined field shifting direction at different
column heights than in the simulated instantaneous air vector
field. Such behavior may affect the differences in local liquid
velocity magnitude, and consequently time-averaged velocity,
between the experiments and simulations.
For patterns 2 and 4, the experimentally determined axial
liquid velocity profiles at 0.70 m are overall uniform with low
magnitude, but the corresponding simulated profiles show
upflow in the right half of the column and downflow in the left
Figure 10. Time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles for uniform aeration pattern 1, at selected column heights.
Figure 11. Time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles for all aeration patterns, at column height 0.05 m.
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half. As noted previously, in the simulations for patterns 2 and
4, the bubbles appear to move too quickly toward the center
and then to one side of the column, where sudden upflow is
observed. Such behavior would likely affect the local liquid
velocity, and hence the time-averaged velocity, throughout the
column, resulting in disagreement between experiments and
simulations. This is consistent with the behavior seen in the
qualitative comparisons for patterns 2 and 4 (Figures 3 and 5,
respectively). The experimentally determined air velocity vector
fields were overall uniform at 0.70 m, while the simulated
instantaneous air velocity vector fields showed upflow in the
right half of the column above 0.60 m.
4.3. Further Examination of Aeration Patterns 2 and
4. As noted previously, the simulations discussed in sections
4.1 and 4.2 used the same model formulation (CBT ) 0.6, CBP
) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125) that best
agreed with the Delft experiments,48 as shown in the work of
Monahan and Fox.51 This model formulation yields stable
horizontal modes and stable secondary vertical modes,52 yet a
value of CBP greater than 0.2 would be required for stable
Jackson vertical modes. Since disagreement between experi-
ments and simulations was observed for aeration patterns 2 and
4, we now examine how selected changes to the model
formulation affect the simulated flow behavior. The following
six cases are compared in both qualitative and quantitative
analyses for aeration patterns 2 and 4:
(A) The bubble (air) velocity vector fields experimentally
determined from PIV images48 (qualitative) or experimentally
determined time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles (quan-
titative).
(B) The model formulation applied in the simulations
discussed in sections 4.1 and 4.2 (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm )
0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125).
(C) A model formulation in which CBP is increased to a value
of 2, for which the Jackson vertical modes should be stable
(CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS )
0.125).
(D) A model formulation in which CBP is increased to a value
of 2, and CS is set to zero to determine whether the profiles
change in the absence of the strain force, which is not reported
in the literature (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot )
0.375, and CS ) 0).
(E) A model formulation in which CBP is increased to a value
of 2 (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and
CS ) 0.125). Additionally, zero-liquid-velocity boundary condi-
tions are now applied at the column walls to determine whether
a change in wall boundary conditions would improve agreement
between experiments and simulations.
(F) A model formulation in which CBP is increased to a value
of 2, and CS is set to zero (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL
) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0). Additionally, zero-liquid-velocity
boundary conditions are now applied at the column walls.
A qualitative analysis for aeration pattern 2 is shown in Figure
13, which compares the experimentally determined bubble
velocity vector field with simulated instantaneous air velocity
vector fields obtained using the model formulations summarized
above. As discussed in section 4.1, the experimentally deter-
mined velocity vector field (A) shows very small nonunifor-
mities near the nonaerated sections at the bottom of the column,
but is overall uniform elsewhere in the column. However, the
original simulated field (B) shows the vectors traveling toward
the center and then along the left side of the column until a
height of approximately 200 mm, after which the velocity
vectors change direction and travel along the right side. The
vectors shift direction again toward the left side at about 550
mm. Simply increasing CBP from 0.2 to 2 (C) does not
significantly change the simulated air velocity vector field. A
minor change is observed in the simulated vector field (D)
resulting from increasing CBP from 0.2 to 2 and also disabling
the strain force (CS ) 0). The shift in direction from the right
side to the left side, observed previously at about 550 mm (B,
C), occurs instead at a slightly lower height, about 450 mm
(D).
As seen in Figure 13, when zero-liquid-velocity boundary
conditions are applied at the column walls (E, F), the air velocity
vectors initially travel to the right side of the column instead of
the left side (B-D). Additionally, the vectors shift direction
from one side to another more frequently when zero-liquid-
Figure 12. Time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles for all aeration patterns, at column height 0.70 m.
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velocity wall boundary conditions are applied (E, F) than when
zero-flux wall boundary conditions are applied (B-D). How-
ever, disabling the strain force by lowering CS from 0.125 (E)
to zero (F) does not change the simulated vector field signifi-
cantly. Finally, as observed in the work of Monahan and Fox,53
applying zero-liquid-velocity wall boundary conditions appears
to provide a stabilizing effect. Above a height of about 600
mm, simulated vector fields E and F are overall uniform, unlike
simulated vector fields B-D, for which zero-flux wall boundary
conditions are applied.
A qualitative analysis for aeration pattern 4 is shown in Figure
14, which compares the experimentally determined bubble
velocity vector field with simulated instantaneous air velocity
vector fields obtained using the model formulations summarized
above. As discussed in section 4.1, the experimentally deter-
mined velocity vector field (A) shows air entering the column
and traveling toward the center, and the vectors exhibit a
symmetrical configuration. At approximately 350 mm, the
vectors curve toward the left wall, and then shift direction toward
the right wall at about 550 mm. In the original simulated field
(B), air enters the column and travels toward the left wall instead
of toward the center, and thus the vectors exhibit an asym-
metrical configuration. At about 150 mm, the velocity vectors
shift direction toward the right wall, and then shift back toward
the left wall at about 600 mm. Similar vector field behavior is
observed when CBP is increased to 2 (C) or when CBP is
increased to 2 and the strain force is disabled by setting CS )
0 (D). Thus, these changes to the model formulation do not
improve agreement with the experimentally determined field
(A).
As seen in Figure 14, when zero-liquid-velocity wall boundary
conditions are applied (E, F), the shift in direction from right
wall to left wall occurs at about 350 mm instead of about 600
mm (B-D). However, disabling the strain force by lowering
CS from 0.125 (E) to zero (F) does not change the simulated
air velocity vector field significantly. Finally, as observed in
Figure 13. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector field and simulated instantaneous air velocity vector fields for aeration pattern
2. Effect of model formulation is examined. (A) Experimentally determined vector field.48 (B) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS
) 0.125; zero-flux wall BC. (C) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125; zero-flux wall BC. (D) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm )
0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0; zero-flux wall BC. (E) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125; zero-liquid-velocity wall
BC. (F) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0; zero-liquid-velocity wall BC.
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the work of Monahan and Fox,53 applying zero-liquid-velocity
wall boundary conditions appears to provide a stabilizing effect.
Above a height of about 500 mm, simulated vector fields E
and F are overall uniform, unlike simulated vector fields B-D,
for which zero-flux wall boundary conditions are applied.
Figure 15 shows the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
profiles for aeration patterns 2 (left plot) and 4 (right plot) at a
column height of 0.05 m, just above the air inlet. The
experimentally determined liquid velocity profile for pattern 2
shows a peak in the center of the column. The liquid velocity
profiles obtained from simulations using zero-flux wall boundary
conditions show peaks in the left half of the column. Conversely,
the liquid velocity profiles obtained from simulations using zero-
liquid-velocity wall boundary conditions show peaks in the right
half of the column. This is consistent with the qualitative
analysis for pattern 2, where simulations applying zero-flux wall
boundary conditions resulted in air velocity vectors traveling
to the left initially and simulations applying zero-liquid-velocity
wall boundary conditions resulted in air velocity vectors
traveling to the right initially. Additionally, the velocity
magnitude is higher in all the simulated profiles for pattern 2
than in the experimentally determined profile. Thus, for pattern
2, increasing CBP does not improve agreement between experi-
ment and simulation at a column height of 0.05 m, and as seen
previously, the profiles do not change significantly in the absence
of the strain force (CS ) 0). Applying zero-liquid-velocity wall
boundary conditions moves the peak from the left half of the
column to the right half, but does not improve agreement with
the experimentally determined profile for pattern 2 at 0.05 m.
As seen in Figure 15, the experimentally determined liquid
velocity profile and all simulated liquid velocity profiles at
0.05 m for pattern 4 show about the same velocity magnitude.
However, the peak is in the center of the experimentally
determined profile and in the left half of all the simulated
profiles. This is consistent with the qualitative analysis for
pattern 4, where all simulations resulted in the air velocity
vectors traveling to the left initially. Thus, for pattern 4, the
selected changes to the model formulation do not improve
agreement with the experimentally determined liquid velocity
profile at a column height of 0.05 m.
Figure 14. Comparison of experimentally determined bubble velocity vector field and simulated instantaneous air velocity vector fields for aeration pattern
4. Effect of model formulation is examined. (A) experimentally determined vector field.48 (B) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS
) 0.125; zero-flux wall BC. (C) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125; zero-flux wall BC. (D) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm )
0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0; zero-flux wall BC. (E) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125; zero-liquid-velocity wall
BC. (F) CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0; zero-liquid-velocity wall BC.
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Figure 16 shows the time-averaged axial liquid velocity
profiles for aeration patterns 2 (left plot) and 4 (right plot) at a
column height of 0.70 m. The experimentally determined profile
for pattern 2 is overall uniform with low magnitude. However,
the profile obtained from the baseline model formulation (CBT
) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS )
0.125) with zero-flux wall boundary conditions shows upflow
in the right half of the column and downflow in the left half.
Increasing CBP to 2 does not significantly change the axial liquid
velocity profile. Increasing CBP to 2 and also disabling the strain
force (CS ) 0) results in a change in the axial liquid velocity
profilesupflow in the left half of the column and downflow in
the right halfsbut does not improve agreement with the
experimentally determined profile for pattern 2. Applying zero-
liquid-velocity wall boundary conditions, however, does sig-
nificantly improve agreement with the experimentally deter-
mined profile for pattern 2.
As seen in Figure 16, the experimentally determined axial
liquid velocity profile at 0.70 m for pattern 4 is overall uniform
with low magnitude. The profile obtained from the baseline
model formulation (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL )
Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125) with zero-flux wall boundary
conditions shows upflow in the right half of the column and
downflow in the left half. Increasing CBP to 2 does not
significantly change the axial liquid velocity profile; however,
increasing CBP to 2 and also disabling the strain force (CS ) 0)
slightly improves agreement with the experimentally determined
profile for pattern 4. Agreement with the experimentally
determined profile is significantly improved when zero-liquid-
velocity boundary conditions are applied at the column walls.
5. Conclusions
In the validation study carried out for the baseline model
formulation (CBT ) 0.6, CBP ) 0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot )
0.375, and CS ) 0.125), simulation results are compared with
data from the uniform and nonuniform aeration experiments in
the Delft rectangular pseudo-2D column.48 The baseline model
formulation, with zero-flux wall boundary conditions, is partially
validated by the experimental data. Reasonable agreement
between the experimental data and corresponding simulation is
observed for uniform aeration pattern 1, which would be
expected since the baseline model formulation showed the best
qualitative agreement with the uniform aeration experiments47,48
as discussed in the work of Monahan and Fox.51 The baseline
model formulation also shows reasonable agreement between
the Delft experiments and the CFD simulations for nonuniform
aeration patterns 3 and 5-7. However, in the simulations for
nonuniform aeration patterns 2 and 4, it appears that the bubbles
move too quickly to the center and then to one side of the
column, where sudden upflow is observed. Thus, disagreements
between experiments and simulations are observed for aeration
patterns 2 and 4. Since the flow fields for partially aerated
conditions are very sensitive to the inlet profile, it is difficult to
assign reasons for this disagreement.
Figure 15. Time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles for aeration pattern 2 (left) and aeration pattern 4 (right), at column height 0.05 m. The effect of
model formulation is examined.
Figure 16. Time-averaged axial liquid velocity profiles for aeration pattern 2 (left) and aeration pattern 4 (right), at column height 0.70 m. The effect of
model formulation is examined.
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Accordingly, we have also examined whether selected adjust-
ments to the baseline model formulation (CBT ) 0.6, CBP )
0.2, Cvm ) 0.5, CL ) Crot ) 0.375, and CS ) 0.125) could
improve agreement between experiments and simulations for
aeration patterns 2 and 4. Since the baseline model formulation
yields stable horizontal modes, stable secondary vertical modes,
but unstable Jackson vertical modes,52,53 we have studied the
effect of increasing CBP to 2, which would then stabilize the
Jackson vertical modes. Additionally, we have considered
the effect of disabling the strain force (setting CS ) 0), since it
is not a standard term reported in the literature. Finally, we have
studied the effect of applying zero-liquid-velocity boundary
conditions at the column walls.
Simply adjusting the values of CBP and CS does not
significantly change the simulated flow behavior for patterns 2
and 4. After entering the column, the bubbles continue to move
toward one side, where sudden upflow is observed. Thus, the
agreement between experiments and simulations is not im-
proved. Applying zero-liquid-velocity wall boundary conditions
also results in the entering bubbles initially moving toward one
side of the column, where upflow is observed. However, in the
upper part of the column, applying zero-liquid-velocity wall
boundary conditions appears to provide a stabilizing effect and
in turn improves agreement between experiments and simula-
tions for patterns 2 and 4. Above a height of about 0.60 m, the
simulated air velocity vector fields and the corresponding
experimentally determined fields appear uniform. At 0.70 m,
the simulated liquid velocity profiles and the experimentally
determined profiles do not differ extensively in magnitude. As
discussed in the work of Monahan and Fox,53 applying zero-
liquid-velocity wall boundary conditions restricts column motion
and thus creates a stabilizing effect. For both patterns 2 and 4,
this stabilizing effect is apparent at a column height of 0.70 m,
but not at a height of 0.05 m. Note, however, that minor
instabilities in the flow would be expected near the air inlet
(i.e., near 0.05 m), while greater stability in the flow could be
expected at a height of 0.70 m, far from the air inlet.
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Nomenclature
CBP ) proportionality constant for bubble pressure model
CBT ) proportionality constant for bubble-induced turbulence model
CD ) drag coefficient
CL ) lift coefficient
Crot ) rotation coefficient
CS ) strain coefficient
Cvm ) virtual-mass coefficient
C∞ ) adjustable term in drag coefficient CD(Re)
db ) bubble diameter, mm or cm
FD ) drag force
Ffk ) sum of interphase forces
FL ) lift force
Frot ) rotation force
FS ) strain force
Fvm ) virtual-mass force
g ) gravitational force
hgassed ) liquid level obtained after gas enters bubble column
hungassed ) initial liquid level in bubble column
Pd ) bubble pressure model applied to dispersed phase
Re ) bubble Reynolds number, dimensionless
uc ) velocity of continuous phase, cm/s
ud ) velocity of dispersed phase, cm/s
ug ) superficial gas velocity, cm/s
uk ) velocity of phase k or material k, cm/s
uv ) phase-averaged velocity, cm/s
Greek
Rc ) volume fraction of continuous phase, dimensionless
Rd ) volume fraction of dispersed phase, dimensionless
Rjd ) average dispersed-phase volume fraction, dimensionless
Rdcp ) gas volume fraction at close packing, dimensionless
Rheight ) average gas volume fraction determined by change in liquid
level, dimensionless
Rk ) volume fraction of phase k, dimensionless
µ0,c ) molecular viscosity of continuous phase
µ0,d ) molecular viscosity of dispersed phase
µ0,k ) molecular viscosity of phase k
µeff,c ) effective viscosity of continuous phase
µeff,d ) effective viscosity of dispersed phase
µeff,k ) effective viscosity of phase k
µt,c ) pseudo-turbulent viscosity for continuous phase
µt,k ) turbulent viscosity for phase k
νc ) kinematic molecular viscosity for continuous phase
Fc ) density of continuous phase
Fd ) density of dispersed phase
Fk ) density of phase k or material k
Fv ) phase-averaged density
Subscripts
c ) continuous phase
d ) dispersed phase
f ) index for sum of interfacial forces
k, l ) general phase or material k or l
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